
 

Commission set up to produce ‘glorified quacks’: doctors’ body  

The Newspaper's Staff Reporter November 28, 2019  

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan Medical Association, a representative body of doctors from 

across the country, has alleged that the Pakistan Medical Commission (PMC) was set up 

to produce “glorified quacks”. 

The association on Wednesday remanded the restoration of the Pakistan Medical and 

Dental Council (PMDC), threatening to advise doctors not to renew their licenses and 

move towards holding protests and strikes across Pakistan. 

PMA Secretary General Dr Qaisar Sajjad said during a press conference at the Pakistan 

Institute of Medical Sciences (Pims) that the government’s decision would not only 

increase quackery in Pakistan but was also causing difficulties for doctors overseas. 

“Overseas doctors have been facing allegations that their regulatory body [the PMDC] 

has been dissolved over corruption charges, because of which their degrees are not 

credible. Bangladeshi and Indian doctors are being considered instead of Pakistani 

doctors abroad,” he said. 

On Oct 19, President Dr Arif Alvi promulgated an ordinance that dissolved the Pakistan 

Medical and Dental Council (PMDC) and paved the way to establish the PMC. The next 

day, the Ministry of National Health Services (NHS) sealed the council building and 

terminated the services of its 220 employees. 

The new PMC has three components – the Medical and Dental Council, the National 

Medical and Dental Academic Board and the National Medical Authority, which will act 

as the commission’s secretariat. 

Dr Sajjad said the PMC is not a regulatory body and will not carry out inspections of 

medical colleges. 

“According to the new ordinance, universities will now do inspections and they will be 

responsible for teaching and training medical students. Universities cannot ensure the 

quality of education, as they run medical colleges and receive financial benefits,” he said. 
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He added that students will have to clear the National Licensing Exam (NLE) to begin 

practicing. 

“It shows that even the PMC has no confidence in medical colleges. The PMA suggests 

that the quality of education should be improved rather than putting a filter. The fee for 

the NLE is Rs130,000, and we fear that after failing to clear the NLE students will open 

their clinics and glorified quackery will begin, as the students will have MBBS degrees,” 

he said. 

Dr Sajjad added that the NLE will also create business for coaching centres, because of 

which students will receive admissions. 

“Coaching centres will start bribery to ensure their students clear the NLE,” he claimed. 

In response to questions, he said that the PMA will have no choice but to issue a call to 

doctors to not renew their licences if the government does not withdraw the PMC 

ordinance. 

“Although we are against strikes and we suggest young doctors not hold strikes, since 

this is the most important issue we can also go for a strike as a last resort,” Dr Sajjad said. 
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